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replacement for the Chrysler Windsor , which itself filled the place in Chrysler's line previously
occupied by the Saratoga just the year before that At the time, it was considered a luxurious "
muscle car ", with all the performance of the Dodge and Plymouth products of the time, but with
the luxury features expected of the Chrysler name. The was positioned as a cheaper rendition of
the "letter series" , and a sporty variant of a full-size automobile, adding 4-door hardtop version
and running alongside that model until its discontinuation in It became the sole model until ,
when production ended. The name returned to the Chrysler line in as an option package on the
Cordoba coupe. The non-letter series was introduced in ; it expanded the letter series on the
4-door hardtop, adding V8 as a choice letter cars had V8 as standard. For Canadian market
there was similar Chrysler Saratoga offered instead, also as a 4-door sedan , from named
Chrysler Saratoga and bearing a similar trim. In , the Chrysler letter series was discontinued, the
V8 replaced the V8, and there was a mild facelift. The 4-door sedan was dropped from lineup
leaving the 4-door hardtop , the V8 became standard and only available powerplant in two
guises: base and more powerful TNT. Canadian Chrysler Saratoga 4-door sedan. In , the
convertible was no longer offered, as Chrysler halted production of convertibles across the
entire lineup in The name returned to the Chrysler line in the spring of ; this time based on the
Cordoba coupe. The deteriorating U. The model was planned for the model year using the new
2nd-generation Cordoba based on the downsized Chrysler J platform , but was instead called
the "LS". From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about Chrysler models from the
s and s. For the cars which proceeded these in the s and s, see Chrysler letter series. For the to
model, see Chrysler M. For the modern and later models, see Chrysler Motor vehicle. Retrieved
on Archived from the original on Retrieved Chrysler Canada Ltd. Archived from the original on
January 17, Retrieved June 10, Retrieved 20 January Chrysler vehicles. Pacifica Voyager. Aspen
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title Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Commons
category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn
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Wikimedia Commons. Chrysler Corporation. Detroit , Michigan , United States. Fullsize car ,
Muscle car. FR layout. Chrysler letter series. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Chrysler
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purchase without ever needing to go into the dealership. Look for the Buy From Home badge
when choosing dealerships to connect with. Price Rating. Transmission Transmission
Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done. Drag map to
chose location. Book Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered by. Have a
VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all decisions will happen immediately. Decision time may vary
depending on the lender or dealer you are matched with. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. The '65 Chrysler L is accepted by some aficionados of the Letter car, but rejected by
others. Some say the L is not a "real" Letter car because Chrysler strayed away from the
original concept of the , while others argue that it maintained the image. Both sides make a
strong case for their respective arguments. The as originally conceived was something of a
gentleman's hot rod. It was fast, handled well, and was luxuriously appointed. The high-priced
occupied a very narrow market niche, but it helped build an image for the company that
produced it. The trend followed the next year with the B. At first, the was offered only as a
two-door hardtop, but by '57, a convertible was added to the line. Performance capabilities
continued to be upgraded through succeeding years, and reached a new level with the "F"
variant in The standard dual four-barrel by this point acquired Ram Induction which was
comprised of a series of tubes leading to the carbs mounted on each side of the big V8. These
tubes provided a supercharging effect, which served to boost performance. The top-performing
'60 models were the limited-production four-speed equipped cars-most of which competed at
the Daytona Speedweeks. The ram setup remained as standard equipment through , although
the four-speed option was dropped; however, a three-speed manual was optional. Model year
brought significant changes to the By this point it had developed into the H and something else
called the Sport Here lies the source of the dispute concerning the L. The Sport replaced the
Windsor series in the Chrysler lineup. As had been the arrangement for the Windsor, there were
four-door versions available in the Sport series. Marketing wanted to capitalize on the image the
series had created for the company by applying the name to what essentially was still a
Windsor. Sales of the Windsor had been in decline for a while; stealing the image and name for
the car to boost sales seemed like a good idea to change this situation. From a production
standpoint, the decision proved to be justified; sales of the Sport were higher than the previous
year's Windsor lineup. To some Letter Series fans, the introduction of the "cheapened" defamed
the character of the car. Adding insult to injury, in their opinion, was the fact that Sport s could
be ordered with nearly all of the Letter Series equipment. To the purist, it was inconceivable that
a Sport four-door hardtop could be ordered with a performance engine that had always been the
exclusive property of the Letter Series cars. Nearly all of the standard "H" equipment was listed
as an option for the Sport version. Another reason for the uproar had to be that, outwardly, the
H and the Sport looked almost identical; only subtle details differentiated the two cars
exteriorwise. As a result of the Sport model's existence, the Letter car declined in popularity. In ,
sales were two thirds of the '61 production, and model year '63 was even more severe. Although
'64 production increased ninefold, the larger figure is often misinterpreted. Some would say the
purists were returning to the , but what really pushed sales higher was that many of the Letter
car's formerly exclusive features from past years became optional. The lower price brought
sales from people who would not have considered buying the car in the past. The new formula
for the continued into By this time, those who had appreciated the "true" Letter cars had given
up on the model. Not everyone agreed that the L was a "wimp," though. A Motor Trend road-test
article claimed that "although the letter powerplants underwent some changes, the cars
themselves have held to the original theme: A personal luxury car with more than adequate
performance, improved handling without sacrifice in ride, and no attempt to reduce size or
weight. For a larger-than-average passenger car, it comes remarkably close to equaling some of
the European sports cars in the area of handling and beats most in sheer speed. Standard
equipment on the L included the hp, four-barrel with an unsilenced air cleaner, dual-point
distributor, TorqueFlite automatic four-speed as a no-cost option , a console-mounted vacuum
gauge tachometer on four-speed cars , power brakes, power steering, clock, vinyl upholstery,
bucket seats, console, deluxe steering wheel, 3. Standard issue on the Sport s consisted of a ,
three-speed column-shifted manual transmission and bench seating. However, the standard
items on the Letter version were listed as options on the Sport model. Rook, a collector of
Chrysler cars, acquired the car in , through the estate of the original owner. This car is one of
only 96 hardtops and 12 convertibles Ls built with the four-speed manual transmission. With
only 31, actual miles, the L didn't require a complete restoration. Rook focused his efforts on a
repaint in the original color of Regal Gold, installation of N. Its original black upholstery and
vinyl top remained in excellent condition, and were retained. The engine received a thorough
exam and proved to be in excellent health. In addition to the four-speed and vinyl top, other

options on Rook's car include power windows, a rear-mounted power antenna, and a
reverberator which places a delay between the front and rear speakers to simulate stereo
sound. Don has his own opinion regarding the worthiness of this car to wear the letter badge.
As evidence, he cites the standard hp , the four-speed option, bucket seats, and console. He
notes that the is the same engine without dual carburetors that first appeared in ' Further
support that the series was planned to remain a brute is found in the canceled M model planned
for Reportedly, of the Ms were to be equipped with the Hemi. It would be 35 years before
Chrysler would revive the image. The issue of whether the L was up to par with its brethren may
be debated endlessly by enthusiasts, but we can say that the "L" stood apart from other
Chrysler cars of Only 2, 2, hardtops and convertibles were built and, in the minds of some, that
is exclusive enough to justify attention. Close Ad. David W. Temple writer. Feature car is
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this base model:. The following versions and sub-models of Chrysler L Hardtop Coupe were
available in For the table with this car full photo gallery and complete technical specifications
including final drive and gear ratios, powertrain description, inside and outside dimensions etc.
Other detailed data for this car:. Analogous models manufactured in the same time period:. All
years same class and body style Chrysler USA cars:. Cars Catalogue Homepage Automobile-Catalog. Chrysler USA official website. The idea behind Automobile-Catalog. Visit
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this site may be trademarks of their respective owners. Related makes:. Images are general in
nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. The Chrysler hardtop was the first real
muscle car, with horsepower from its c. Hemi V-8, mph in The B of gained volt electrics and the
signature fins that were applied to all Chryslers. The Hemi V-8 was punched out to c. The B set
the world passenger car record for speed at Daytona Beach at The Hemi V-8 now displaced c. A
convertible was added to the lineup for the first time, and were sold along with 1, hardtops. The
D continued with few changes, though an unsuccessful Bendix fuel-injection system was
offered briefly, but withdrawn and replaced with dual four-barrel carburetors. Power was up to
hp but sales were down to hardtops and convertibles. The iconic Hemi was replaced by the c.
Wedge engine on the E, claiming the same horsepower. The grille was changed and swivel
bucket seats were a new and desirable option. The model year also marked the last use for a
separate frame on the letter cars. The c. Wedge V-8 received cross-ram induction and the
highest horsepower motor made ponies. Sales rebounded to hardtops and convertibles and at
least 10 cars were fitted with the French Pont-a-Mousson 4-speed. Chrysler Fs were timed at a
remarkable mph at Daytona. Some 3-speed cars were built, and sales climbed again to 1,
hardtops and convertibles. These cars were basically a Windsor replacement, with sedan,
hardtop, and convertible body styles. This diversification of the name hampered H sales, with
only hardtops and convertibles selling. The grille remained the same as , but the rear fenders
were de-finned. A complete redesign arrived in , with the result being a much flatter, square car.
The J was no longer offered as a convertible and only hardtops were sold. By , the Chrysler
letter brand had been diluted by all the various models offered as plain s. The L sold quite well,
with 2, hardtops and convertibles but it did not hold the same magic as the more exclusive early
cars. Chrysler ended production of the letter series with the L, and there was no letter car. Never
common, Chrysler letter cars have a dedicated following, and their performance goodies can be
costly. Be aware that most were run hard, and rust is a serious problem. They are also
enormous by modern standards, so measure your garage first. For all Hagerty Insurance
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